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Encouraging Your Music Student 
…tips for parents… 

 

 

Dealing with a frustrated or unmotivated student, or just want to encourage them in their pursuit of music? 

Here are some suggestions. 

 

1. Sit with your student for a few minutes while they practice, or ask them to play something for you.  
 

2. Ask them what their musical goal is for the week and encourage them to meet it, reminding them 

that it is a step towards receiving an Achievement Reward (see the NEW Achievement Reward 

guidelines online at www.kimmurraymusic.net under Lesson Info/NEW Achievement Rewards 

Guidelines). 
 

3. Help frustrated students come up with strategies to work through challenges. Suggestions include: 

 If they keep getting stuck on one or two difficult sections, have them identify and practice those 

small sections independently. Refer to “How to Practice a Work Place” on the 

Resources/Practice Smart section of the website for specific steps. 

 Have them take a break from practicing, do a completely different activity, and finish practicing 

later. Sometimes a mental break is all that is needed. 

 Have them keep practicing, but take a break from the difficult song and run through a song they 

have already mastered. This will remind them that they have met musical challenges in the past 

and provide encouragement. 
 

4. After a lesson, ask them to tell you about something they learned that day. Explaining a newly 

learned concept helps the student retain it. Also, asking questions demonstrates your interest in their 

activity and lets them know that you find their music learning valuable. 
 

5. Come to lessons periodically. Making time to attend their lessons shows them that you care about this 

endeavor and find it important (think of all the sports practices/dance recitals/school events you’ve 

attended for the same reason!) 
 

6. Encourage your student’s musical interests in a variety of other ways. These may include: 

 Taking them to hear advanced players on their instrument to inspire them 

 Taking them to hear concerts with broader appeal and ask them what they liked or didn’t like 

about the performance 

 Suggesting that they pick out new music to listen to/purchase – something in a style they have 

not heard before. African drum music? A big band jazz ensemble? A classical symphony? The 

soundtrack from their favorite movie? I’m happy to provide suggestions upon request. 

 


